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DATA
SECURITY

Leaky business
It is no secret that the banking sector stores
and circulates some of the highest volumes
of confidential information often targeted
by insiders. Alexander Zarovsky, Head
of International Business Development at
InfoWatch points to problem areas for Data
Loss Prevention (DLP)

I

n
an
age
dominated
by
social networking and online
communication, a company’s
reputation becomes fragile and in
need of constant protection from a myriad
of both external and internal threats.
Despite the seriousness of the issue,
the number of leaks has been stable for
the past few years, which could either
be interpreted as a positive sign, or an
indication towards a dangerous trend
of just doing enough to maintain the
equilibrium. Those breaches came in
different forms, varying in seriousness,
from external attacks to online fraud
and personal leaks of information.

PREVENTION FIRST
During 2012, InfoWatch issued a
bi-annual report on Data Leaks in the
financial sector. The report highlighted
the seriousness of data leaks and how
much they are costing companies and
organisations around the world. The
numbers in the report paint a scary yet
simple picture: data is money, and in
most cases, companies spend more time
and money trying to manage a data leak
crisis, than actually trying to prevent it.
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the overall number of data leaks, the
percentage of breaches in the financial
services industry remains stable with
5-7 per cent.
Moreover, the financial services
sector has not proved to be more
disciplined than other industries,
though the percentage of accidental
versus malicious incidents did vary
significantly – 20 per cent versus 68 per
cent in the financial services industry as
compared to 37 per cent versus 43 per
cent in other industries. Ninety per cent
of these incidents affected both personal
and financial information. Moreover,
financial data included personal and
financial information such as names,
credit card and account numbers, as
well as internal data such as information
about individual debts.

NEGLIGENCE
AND COMPLIANCE

Alexander Zarovsky, Head of International
Business Development at InfoWatch

The report indicates that the
financial sector lost over $2 billion
in direct losses during the 1st half
of 2012, and over 2 million records
were compromised, containing both
financial and personal data. In addition,
up to 60 per cent of leaks studied
affected financial information, and
41.7 per cent of leaks in financial
services occurred via backup copies
of data versus email, the Internet and
portable data devices. Despite a drop
in leaks affecting enterprises relative to

At the same time, it is worth noting
that the probability of an accidental
loss of such data is exceedingly small.
In the overwhelming majority of
cases, clients’ personal data is “spirited
out” of the company by employees
acting maliciously. Still a certain
amount of direct losses is caused by
the negligent actions of employees,
not fraud. Negligence includes
improper disposal of paper documents,
incorrectly designed and deployed
security policies, negligent storage of
backup data and so forth. As a result,
regulators are pursuing offenders and
fining banks for lack of compliance to
existing legislation.
Looking at the bigger picture, data
leaks in the financial services sector made
up only 5.76 per cent of total reported
incidents in H1 last year. However, 18
per cent of data leaks in enterprises
occurred in banks. Interestingly, the
overall number of incidents in enterprises
is decreasing, but the share of breaches in
banks remains stable.
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DLP SOLUTIONS IN GCC
InfoWatch’s experience in the GCC market
concludes that confidential data protection
and overall information security has
become an increasingly important need
in the region. Without such solutions in
place, the risk of data loss continues to
grow in line with data volumes which are
growing exponentially.
Sectors most vulnerable to data
security threats include government
bodies and financial institutions,
followed by the utilities, oil and gas,
telecom, constructing and manufacturing
industries. During 2011 to 2012, uptake
in the adoption of DLP solutions was
highest across the financial institutions,
government and telecom sectors, as the
market shifted from a resource-based
economy towards manufacturing.
While looking into different markets,
broadly speaking, data leaks prevention
(DLP) does not yet appear to be a ‘must
have’ in Qatar. However, from our regional
experience we see Bahrain ahead of the
curve when it comes to adopting effective
data loss prevention solutions. Bahrain
has shown impressive progress in the
implementation of IT solutions compared
to other markets in GCC, especially in
the private sector which seems to follow
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First Energy Bank - Bahrain
Already using InfoWatch data loss prevention packages, First Energy Bank of Bahrain
required an industry-proven solution to safeguard its confidential information
from leakage and improper distribution. In 2009, the bank began to recognise the
exponential growth of data volumes and the increasing diversity of IT infrastructure.
On top of that, the general workforce was getting more involved in using various web
and mobile services – making information protection a great concern.
“Handling the volumes of data that come in and out of a bank is a very difficult
task, especially when working in investment banking. We don’t deal directly with
cash, but with data. We obviously handle a high volume of confidential data across
a range of banking practices. Therefore it is important to have data classification,”
said Ali Al Saegh, IT security manager at First Energy Bank of Bahrain.
InfoWatch DLP Banking Suite, deployed by the First Energy Bank, comprises
a set of preloaded banking-specific data processing and decision making rules
(including the Arabian Linguistic Analysis Engine) and policies. It automatically
detects banking-sensitive data and renders a comprehensive verdict on its further
handling according to banking security or compliance policies.
The Suite secures confidential banking data by controlling its distribution and
addresses critical security and compliance requirements. InfoWatch Traffic Monitor
Enterprise delivers functionality of DLP both on gateway and endpoint levels.

the steps of successful global IT solutions
applied in the West. On the other hand,
Saudi Arabia is expected to invest up to
400 million USD over the next five years
in data loss prevention (DLP) solutions,
Encryption, and Endpoint Security.
Confidential data protection and overall
information security has become ever
more important in the Kingdom.

LEGISLATION NEEDED
In terms of the legal framework, Middle
East countries do not have specific
compliance on DLP. The only IT security
compliance adopted in the region is
ISO 27001 certification - an auditable
international standard that has been
specifically developed to evaluate the
Information Security Management
Systems (ISMS) and data protection.

Also, PCI DSS for financial institutions.
That’s why internal corporate compliance
(corporate IT security policies) is a
common practice in Gulf enterprises.
Undoubtedly, banks are aware of
the problem, but unfortunately they are
not always able to assess adequately
the true scale of the consequences of
information leaks, and therefore often
put off resolving the issue.
In conclusion, an analysis of various
incidents where data leaks have occurred
shows that damage from a single loss of a
significant volume of critical information
can amount to tens of millions of dollars.
The cost of deploying and maintaining a
system to protect corporate information
from internal threats is equivalent to the
direct losses which would be incurred
from a single, average incident.

Alexander Zarovsky has held the position of International Business
Development Head at InfoWatch since 2010. Alexander’s team is expanding
InfoWatch’s business activity across the Middle East, Asia and Western Europe.
InfoWatch has been active in the GCC since 2011 and is a market leader
in DLP Solutions.
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